


Just over three years ago Advance caught
out unsuspecting observers by introducing
the Iota, a high-end EN B. At the time of its
launch the Iota was positioned very close
to Advance’s low-end EN C, the popular
Sigma 9.

The rationale soon became apparent
with the launch of the Sigma 10 [reviewed
in these pages in October 2017] as a
higher-aspect ratio mid-C glider. This gave
Advance an array of semi-light gliders
ranging from the EN A Alpha, through the
low/mid-B Epsilon 7 and high-B Iota to the
mid-C Sigma 10. 

The original Iota proved to be a very
popular glider and received many plaudits
from the free flight press at the time. Fast
forward the three years of Advance’s usual
product cycle and we now have the second
iteration, the Iota 2. The question pilots will
be asking is, how does the latest version
differ? Does it retain the same flight
characteristics? How does it perform? 

This review is based upon approximately
40 hours of flight time on the Iota 2 in a
variety of conditions, from UK Spring to
Alpine Summer, almost all of it being
XC flights.

Construction
Whilst the Iota 2 has the same aspect ratio
as its predecessor and a similar look,
Advance make it clear that the Iota 2 is a
completely new design. It has a new profile
with mini ribs at the trailing edge, C-wires
(I’ll come back to these later) and C-
handles, and is produced in five sizes
rather than four to allow ideal positioning
in the weight range for all pilots. Double-3D
Diamond shaping, sliced diagonals and
improved spanwise tension all help to give
cleaner airflow, aiding efficiency. Glider
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manufacturers these days are eking out
incremental performance gains by focusing
on smoothing the airflow over the upper
surface, especially at the leading edge, and
reducing line length. 

Advance use Porcher Skytex fabric
throughout, with 32g on the upper and
lower surfaces and 38g on the leading edge.
The extensive use of 32g material results in
a semi-light glider weighing 4.85kg for the
medium (25m) size. Unsheathed Aramid
lines, are used for their improved strength
over conventional lines. 

I mentioned the C-wires. It has to be
admitted that these are Marmite for many
pilots. Some gliders I have flown have wires
spanning almost all of the chord and are,
frankly, a real chore to pack. The C-wires on
the test Iota 2 29 were approximately 50cm
long; when the glider is packed in the
excellent Advance Compressbag Tube
packing becomes very uncomplicated.

The Iota 2’s risers warrant a mention. For
the first time Advance have used C-handles,
normally associated with higher-rated
wings. I was curious to see whether the C-
handles were a worthwhile addition, and
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over time, I have begun to really like them
when flying accelerated. These are proper
fabric-coated handles and not wooden pegs
or dowels as seen on other wings. Other
nice Advance touches are also evident, such
as the very helpful speed-to-fly indicator on
the inside of the risers.

In action
As I previously stated, I had over 40 hours
on the Iota 2 before writing this review, due
mainly to the decent run of weather we had
in the UK and in the Alps. The Iota 2 is the
first EN B glider that I have flown
extensively in over ten years, having owned
a succession of DHV2 and EN C gliders in
that time. As a consequence I wondered
whether I’d be making a sacrifice in
performance but I was wrong to be
concerned. The Iota 2 certainly
outperformed some of the C-rated wings I’ve
flown including the Sigma 9. 

Whilst the glider is a semi-light,
handling on even the windiest of hillsides
is straightforward. As some will know, fully
lightweight gliders can be a real handful
when there is significant wind on take-off,
but the Iota 2’s extra 500g or so seems to
make a big difference. Any pilot with
reasonable ground-handling skills will find
this glider simple to control. A steady pull
and the wing comes up and sits overhead
nicely without any tendency to surge
forward or yaw. As it happens, on the day I
wrote this I had a light-wind day on Dodd
Fell in the Dales (despite a Five-Star
forecast); I spent much time ground

handling and little time flying! I can
therefore attest to the glider’s easy
handling whilst on the ground.

Launching the Iota 2 is easy. My 40 or so
hours in the glider have been evenly split
between forward and reverse launches.
Neither present any particular issue or
challenge. As you would expect with a glider
which ground handles well, launching is
easy and straightforward. But where I think
the Iota 2 excels is in its climbing ability. As
you get more dialled in to it you realise just
how tight you can turn it into lift, and how
well it performs in both weak and strong lift.
This is a characteristic I particularly liked, as
I frequently found myself turning tighter
into cores than the pilots I was thermalling
with. Not surprisingly, the Iota 2 enters a
spiral quickly. Summer 2018 in the Swiss
Alps was a great test bed for this!

I have flown the Iota 2 with both cocoon
and open harnesses. To speed the glider up,
on either harness type, the bar requires just
the right amount of pressure. It isn’t too
light, nor is it tiring when on bar for a time.
Clearly you do not get the same speed
surge as, say, a higher-rated glider like the
Sigma 10, but the polar curve seems to be
quite flat and full bar did not give a marked
degradation of glide.

I was also pleasantly surprised at the
sharpness of handling. Again, coming from
EN Cs I expected quite a damped glider by
comparison. Not so. In fact, having recently
flown a mid-C I can say that the Iota 2s
handling was more direct and dynamic, but
pleasingly so. 

The Iota 2 will be a great XC weapon in
the right hands. Advance publicise notable
recent flights on their website and on
social media, and there have been some
very big flights in the Alps this summer. I
know of one well-known pilot who
describes his Iota 2 as ‘a competition
glider in the EN B category’!

All of the foregoing notwithstanding, pilots
aspiring to high EN B gliders are
recommended to be current and fly at
least 50 hours per year. This yardstick
seems to me to be about right. As with any
similarly rated glider, the Iota 2 needs
active piloting skills. It’s no pussycat – but
no tiger either! 

Summary
Pilots looking to move up from lower-
rated gliders will find the Iota 2 a good
transition to make. My judgement is that
many such pilots will stick with it, or a
similar wing, as it offers pretty much
everything a pilot needs. I often recount
that, on the Alpine sites I regularly fly,
most pilots fly wings of this rating –
including many talented and highly-
experienced pilots. 

I think many pilots who fly EN C or even
higher-rated gliders would be pleasantly
surprised getting aboard the Iota 2. It puts
into question why take the additional risk
associated with higher-rated gliders when
in the Iota 2 you have a package which
offers top-notch quality, is very pleasurable
to fly and is performant.

Specification

Model                                                   21                23               25               27                29

No. of cells                                         59               59               59               59               59

Span (projected, m)                        8.9              9.3              9.7              10.0             10.4

Area (flat, m2)                                   21.8             23.7            25.7            27.7             29.7

Aspect ratio                                        5.6:1            5.6:1            5.6:1            5.6:1            5.6:1

Max. chord (m)                                 2.42            2.53            2.63            2.73            2.83

Glider weight (kg)                           4.3              4.6              4.85            5.15             5.4

Certificated weight range (kg)    60 - 77       70 - 88       80 - 100     92 - 114       105 - 128

Ideal weight range (kg)                 65 - 75       75 - 85       85 - 97       97 - 110       110 - 125

EN Certification                                B                 B                 B                 B                  B

Guarantee                                           3 years materials and workmanship    

Price                                                     £3,660       £3,660       £3,660       £3,660       £3,660

UK distribution: Available from all UK Advance dealers or go
to www.advance.ch (test glider supplied by Advance, Thun). 


